Liquid chromatographic profile classification of acute and chronic leukemias.
Reversed-phase high performance liquid chromatography and multivariate discriminant analysis are used for the classification of acute and chronic leukemias. Plasma or serum profiles, mainly of nucleosides, bases, and aromatic amino acids, are segmented into specific retention time intervals. Peak areas in each retention time interval are summed such that the chromatographic profile can be represented as a pattern vector formed from the linear combination of peak areas. The preprocessing techniques of autoscaling and variance weighting minimized inadvertent weighting and reduced the contribution of nondescriptive data components in the development of the discriminant function. The acute lymphocytic leukemia plasma samples and controls were classified with 100% sensitivity and specificity. Chronic leukemia serum samples and controls were categorized with sensitivity and specificity values of 93.7 and 87.6%, respectively.